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Purpose and Summary

Applies to approved excused absences for the class of 2025 and class of 2026 in the Pre-clerkship Phase
Effective immediately
Expires May 31, 2023

Scope

Choose an item.

Definitions

Approved excused absences. See Attendance and Absence policy. Does not apply to Personal Passes.

Policy

Policy Statement – Weekly Quiz:

Block directors and coordinators notified of approved excused absences (excludes approved personal passes) during required sessions:

- May elect to allow students to watch recordings of these sessions for the educational benefit of students who miss these opportunities.
- Students must make an appointment with a Learning Specialist to review the recording.
- Students who miss the weekly quiz as part of their excused absence will not be able to retake these for a grade or self-directed learning exercise.
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- The current practice for high-stake exams stay intact: students still have opportunity to review high-stake exams with learning specialists.
- Students are prohibited from recording in any capacity the material they view with their learning specialist.

Policy Statement – Team Learnings

Students with an excused absence request are:

- Excused from taking the IRAT and GRAT. *Note: The total grade weight for the Team Learnings will be redistributed across the sessions the student attends.*
- (Optional) Approved to attend the session live via Zoom during the GAP or Case-based portion of the session as an observer only, not a participant.